Recent work has validated the importance of subword information for word representation learning. Since subwords increase parameter sharing ability in neural models, their value should be even more pronounced in low-data regimes. In this work, we therefore provide a comprehensive analysis focused on the usefulness of subwords for word representation learning in truly low-resource scenarios and for three representative morphological tasks: fine-grained entity typing, morphological tagging, and named entity recognition. We conduct a systematic study that spans several dimensions of comparison: 1) type of data scarcity which can stem from the lack of taskspecific training data, or even from the lack of unannotated data required to train word embeddings, or both; 2) language type by working with a sample of 16 typologically diverse languages including some truly low-resource ones (e.g. Rusyn, Buryat, and Zulu); 3) the choice of the subword-informed word representation method. Our main results show that subword-informed models are universally useful across all language types, with large gains over subword-agnostic embeddings. They also suggest that the effective use of subwords largely depends on the language (type) and the task at hand, as well as on the amount of available data for training the embeddings and taskbased models, where having sufficient in-task data is a more critical requirement.
Introduction and Motivation
Recent studies have confirmed the usefulness of leveraging subword-level information in learning word representations (Peters et al., 2018; Heinzerling and Strube, 2018; Grave et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019, inter alia) , and in a range of tasks such as sequence tagging (Lample et al., 2016 ; Akbik * Equal contribution, work partly done while at HITS. Devlin et al., 2019) , fine-grained entity typing (Zhu et al., 2019) , neural machine translation (Sennrich et al., 2016; Luong and Manning, 2016; Lample et al., 2018; Durrani et al., 2019) , or general and rare word similarity (Pilehvar et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019) . The subword-informed word representation architectures leverage the internal structure of words and assume that a word's meaning can be inferred from the meaning of its constituent (i.e., subword) parts. Instead of treating each word as an atomic unit, subword-informed neural architectures reduce data sparsity by relying on parameterization at the level of subwords (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Pinter et al., 2017; Chaudhary et al., 2018; Kudo, 2018 ).
An increasing body of work focuses on various aspects of subword-informed representation learning such as segmentation of words into subwords and composing subword embeddings into word representations (Lazaridou et al., 2013; Schütze, 2015, 2018; Avraham and Goldberg, 2017; Vania and Lopez, 2017; Kim et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018, inter alia) . 1 The increased parameter sharing ability of such models is especially relevant for learning embeddings of rare and unseen words. Therefore, the importance of subword-level knowledge should be even more pronounced in low-data regimes for truly low-resource languages. Yet, a systematic study focusing exactly on the usefulness of subword information in such settings is currently missing in the literature. In this work, we fill this gap by providing a comprehensive analysis of subword-informed representation learning focused on low-resource setups.
Our study centers on the following axes of comparison, focusing on three representative tasks where subword-level information can guide learn-ing, namely fine-grained entity typing (FGET), morphological tagging (MTAG), and named entity recognition (NER): 1) Since data scarcity can stem from unavailability of (i) task-specific training data or (ii) unannotated corpora to train the embeddings in the first place, or (iii) both, we analyse how different data regimes affect the final task performance. 2) We experiment with 16 languages representing 4 diverse morphological types, with a focus on truly low-resource languages such as Zulu, Rusyn, Buryat, or Bambara. 3) We experiment with a variety of subword-informed representation architectures, where the focus is on unsupervised, widely portable language-agnostic methods such as the ones based on character n-grams (Luong and Manning, 2016; Bojanowski et al., 2017) , Byte Pair Encodings (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016; Heinzerling and Strube, 2018) , Morfessor (Smit et al., 2014) , or BERT-style pretraining and fine-tuning (Devlin et al., 2019) which relies on WordPieces (Wu et al., 2016) . We demonstrate that by tuning subword-informed models in low-resource settings we can obtain substantial gains over subwordagnostic models such as skip-gram with negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013) across the board.
The main goal of this study is to identify viable and effective subword-informed approaches for truly low-resource languages and offer modeling guidance in relation to the target task, the language at hand, and the (un)availability of general and/or task-specific training data. As expected, our key results indicate that there is no straightforward "one-size-fits-all" solution, although certain approaches (e.g., BPE-based or character n-grams) emerge as more robust in general. The optimal subword-informed configurations are largely task-, language-, and resource-dependent: their performance hinges on a complex interplay of the multiple factors mentioned above. For instance, we show that fine-tuning pretrained multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019; Wu and Dredze, 2019 ) is a viable strategy for "double" low-resource settings in the NER and MTAG tasks, but it fails for the FGET task in the same setting; furthermore, its performance can be matched or surpassed by other subwordinformed methods in NER and MTAG as soon as they obtain sufficient embedding training data.
Methodology
In what follows, we further motivate our work by analyzing two different sources of data scarcity: embedding training data (termed WE data) and task-specific training data (termed task data). Following that, we motivate our selection of test languages and outline the subword-informed representation methods compared in our evaluation.
Types of Data Scarcity. The majority of languages in the world still lack basic language technology, and progress in natural language processing is largely hindered by the lack of annotated task data that can guide machine learning models (Agić et al., 2016; . However, many languages face another challenge: the lack of large unannotated text corpora that can be used to induce useful general features such as word embeddings (Adams et al., 2017; Fang and Cohn, 2017; : 2 i.e. WE data.
The absence of data has over the recent years materialized the proxy fallacy. That is, methods tailored for low-resource languages are typically tested only by proxy, simulating low-data regimes exclusively on resource-rich languages (Agić et al., 2017) . While this type of evaluation is useful for analyzing the main properties of the intended lowresource methods in controlled in vitro conditions, a complete evaluation should also provide results on true low-resource languages in vivo. In this paper we therefore conduct both types of evaluation. Note that in this work we still focus on low-resource languages that have at least some digital footprint (see the statistics later in Table 1) , while handling zero-resource languages without any available data (Kornai, 2013; is a challenge left for future work.
(Selection of) Languages. Both sources of data scarcity potentially manifest in degraded task performance for low-resource languages: our goal is to analyze the extent to which these factors affect downstream tasks across morphologically diverse language types that naturally come with varying data sizes to train their respective embeddings and task-based models. Our selection of test languages is therefore guided by the following goals: a) following recent initiatives (e.g. in language modeling) Gerz et al., 2018) , we aim to ensure coverage of different genealogical and typological properties; b) we aim to cover low-resource languages with varying amounts of available WE data and task-specific data.
We select 16 languages in total spanning 4 broad morphological types, listed in Table 1 . Among these, we chose one (relatively) high-resource language for each type: Turkish (agglutinative), English (fusional), Hebrew (introflexive), and Chinese (isolating). We use these four languages to simulate data scarcity scenarios and run experiments where we control the degree of data scarcity related to both embedding training data and task-related data.
The remaining 12 languages are treated as test languages with varying amounts of available data (see Table 1 . For instance, relying on the Wikipedia data for embedding training, Gothic (GOT) is the language from our set that contains the fewest number of word tokens in its respective Wikipedia (18K, in terms of Wikipedia size this ranks it as 273th out of 304 Wikipedia languages); Irish Gaelic (GA) with 4.4M tokens is ranked 87/304.
Subword-Informed Word Representations. We mainly follow the framework of Zhu et al. (2019) for the construction of subword-informed word representations; the reader is encouraged to refer to the original paper for more details. In short, to compute the representation for a given word w ∈ V , where V is the word vocabulary, the framework is based on three main components: 1) segmentation of words into subwords, 2) interaction between subword and position embeddings, and 3) a composition function that yields the final word embedding from the constituent subwords. Zhu et al. (2019) explored a large space of possible subword-informed configurations. Based on their findings, we select a representative subset of model configurations. They can be obtained by varying the components listed in Table 2 .
Concretely, w is first segmented into an ordered subword sequence from the subword vocabulary S by a deterministic subword segmentation method.
To enable automatic language-agnostic segmentation across multiple languages, we focus on unsupervised segmentation methods: we work with Morfessor (Smit et al., 2014) , character n-grams (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and BPE (Gage, 1994) . We use the default parameters for Morfessor, and the same 3 to 6 character n-gram range as Bojanowski et al. (2017) . For BPE, the number of merge operations is a tunable hyper-parameter. It controls the segmentation "aggressiveness": the larger the number the more conservative the BPE segmentation is. Following Heinzerling and Strube (2018) , we investigate the values {1e3, 1e4, 1e5}: this allows us to test varying segmentation granularity in relation to different language types.
After segmentation into subwords, each subword is represented by a vector s from the subword embedding matrix S ∈ R |S|×d , where d is the dimensionality of subword embeddings. Optionally, the word itself can be appended to the subword sequence and embedded into the subword space in order to incorporate word-level information (Bojanowski et al., 2017) . To encode subword order, s can be further enriched by a trainable position embedding p. We use addition to combine subword and position embeddings, namely s := s + p, which has become the de-facto standard method to encode positional information (Gehring et al., 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2019) .
Finally, the subword embedding sequence is passed to a composition function, which computes the final word representation. Li et al. (2018) and Zhu et al. (2019) have empirically verified that composition by simple addition, among other more complex composition functions, is a robust choice. Therefore, we use addition in all our experiments.
Similar to Bojanowski et al. (2017) (Mikolov et al., 2013) as our word-level distributional model: the target word embedding is computed by our subword-informed model, and the context word is parameterized by the (word-level) context embedding matrix W c ∈ R |V |×dc . We compare subword-informed architectures to two well-known word representation models, also captured by the general framework of Zhu et al. (2019) : 1) the subword-agnostic skip-gram model from the word2vec package (Mikolov et al., 2013 ) (W2V), and 2) fastText (FT) (Bojanowski et al., 2017) . The comparison to W2V aims to validate the potential benefit of subword-informed word representations for truly low-resource languages, while the comparison to FT measures the gains that can be achieved by more sophisticated and fine-tuned subword-informed architectures. We also compare with pretrained multilingual BERT base (Devlin et al., 2019) on the languages supported by this model.
Evaluation Tasks
Fine-Grained Entity Typing. FGET is cast as a sequence classification problem, where an entity mention consisting of one or more tokens (e.g. Lincolnshire, Bill Clinton), is mapped to one of the 112 fine-grained entity types from the FIGER inventory (Ling and Weld, 2012; Yaghoobzadeh and Schütze, 2015; Heinzerling and Strube, 2018) . Since entity mentions are short token sequences and not full sentences, this semi-morphological/semantic task requires a model to rely on the subword information of individual tokens in the absence of sentence context. That is, subwords can provide evidence useful for entity type classification in the absence of context. For instance, Lincolnshire is assigned the type /location/county as -shire is a suffix that strongly indicates a location. Hence, FGET is well-suited for evaluating subword-informed rep-resentations, and can benefit from the information.
Morphological Tagging. MTAG is the task of annotating each word in a sentence with features such as part-of-speech, gender, number, tense, and case. These features are represented as a set of key-value pairs. For example, classified is a finite (Fin) verb (V) in indicative (Ind) mood, third person, past tense, which is annotated with the morphological tag {POS=V, Mood=Ind, Person=3, Tense=Past, Verb-Form=Fin}, and the female singular third-person possessive personal pronoun her with the morphological tag {Gender=Fem, Number=Sing, Person=3, Poss=Yes, PronType=Prs}.
Named Entity Recognition. NER is the task of annotating textual mentions of real-world entities with their semantic type, such as person, location, and organization: e.g., Barack Obama (person) was born in Hawaii (location).
Experimental Setup
Embedding Training: WE Data. For training word and subword embeddings, we rely on Wikipedia text for all 16 languages, with corresponding Wikipedia sizes listed in Table 1 . For training embeddings in controlled low-resource settings with our 4 "simulation" languages, we sample nine data points to simulate low-resource scenarios with WE data. Specifically, we sample 10K, 20K, 50K, 100K, 200K, 500K, 1M, 2M, and 5M tokens of article text for each of the 4 languages. For the other 12 languages we report results obtained by training embedding on the full Wikipedia edition.
Task-Specific Data: Task Data. The maximum number of training instances for all languages is again provided in Table 1 . As before, for 4 languages we simulate low-resource settings by taking only a sample of the available task data: for FGET we work with 200, 2K or 20K training instances which roughly correspond to training regimes of different data availability, while we select 300, 3 1K, and 10K sentences for NER and MGET. Again, for the remaining 12 languages, we use all the available data to run the experiments. We adopt existing data splits into training, development, and test portions for MTAG (Cotterell and Heigold, 2017) , and random splits for FGET (Heinzerling and Strube, 2018; Zhu et al., 2019) and NER (Pan et al., 2017) .
A large number of data points for scarcity simulations allow us to trace how performance on the three tasks varies in relation to the availability of WE data versus task data, and what data source is more important for the final performance.
Embedding Training Setup. When training our subword-informed representations, we argue that keeping hyper-parameters fixed across different data points will possibly result in underfitting for larger data sizes or overfitting for smaller data sizes. Therefore, we split data points into three groups: [10K, 50K] (G1), (50K, 500K] (G2) and (500K, 5M ] (G3), and use the same hyperparameters for word embedding training within the same group. For G1, we train with batch size 32 for 60 epochs and set the minimum word frequency threshold to 2. For G2 the values are: 128/30/3, and 512/15/5 for G3. This way, we ensure that 1) the difference of the absolute data sizes can be compared within the same data group, and 2) for the corresponding data points in different groups (10K, 100K, 1M ) the sample efficiency can be compared, as the models trained on these data points undergo roughly the same number of updates. 4
Task-Specific Training Setup. For FGET, we use the dataset of Heinzerling and Strube (2018) obtained by mapping entity mentions from Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014) to their associated FIGER-based most notable entity type (Ling and Weld, 2012) . For each language, we randomly sample up to 100k pairs of entity mentions with corresponding entity type and create random 60/20/20 train/dev/test splits. Our FGET model is designed after the hierarchical architecture by Zhu et al. (2019) . For each entity token, we first use our subword-informed model to obtain word representations, and then feed the token embedding sequence into a bidirectional LSTM with 2 hidden layers of size 512, followed by a projection layer which predicts the entity type. We initialize our FGET model with the pretrained subword model, and fine-tune it during training. With BERT, we input the entire entity mention and then use the representation of the special [CLS] token for classification. We train with early stopping, using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with default parameters across all languages. As suggested by Wu and Dredze (2019) , BERT hyper-parameters are more sensitive to smaller data sizes, so we tune them on the smallest data point with 200 training instances. We follow Wu and Dredze (2019) to select hyperparameter candidates, i.e., 2e−5/3e−5/5e−5 for learning rate, 16/32 for batch size and triangular learning rate scheduler with first 10% of batches as warm-up. We do an exhaustive search on four high resource languages: EN, TR, HE, ZH and select the hyper-parameter combination with the best average score on the development sets.
For MTAG, we evaluate on the multilingual morphological annotations provided by the Universal Dependencies project (Nivre et al., 2016) and adopt the experimental protocol of Cotterell and Heigold (2017) . Specifically, we cast MTAG as a sequence labeling task by treating the concatenation of all key-value pairs for a given word as the word's label. As sequence labeling model, we train a bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; , with two layers of size 1024 and dropout 0.4, using early stopping on the development set. For experiments involving multilingual BERT, we fine-tune all of BERT's layers and feed the final layer into an LSTM before classification. The evaluation metric is per-label accuracy, i.e., a word's morphological tag is either predicted correctly or not, and there is no partial credit for the correct prediction of only a subset of features.
We evaluate NER performance on WikiAnn (Pan et al., 2017) , a multilingual dataset which provides three-class entity type annotations which were automatically extracted from Wikipedia. We train sequence labeling models using exactly the same architectures and hyper-parameters as in MTAG, and report F1 scores. As WikiAnn does not come with predefined train/dev/test sets, we create random 60/20/20 splits.
Results and Discussion
Results for data scarcity simulation experiments are summarized in Figures 1-3 , while the results on the remaining 12 languages for all three tasks are provided in Tables 3-4, with the best results among different configurations of subword-informed methods reported. As the first main finding, the results show that subword-informed architectures substantially outperform the subword-agnostic skip-gram W2V baseline, and the gaps are in some cases very large: e.g., see the results in Figures 1-3 for the settings with extremely scarce WE data. These scores verify the importance of subword-level knowledge for low-resource setups.
Simulating Data Scarcity. Another general finding concerns the importance of WE data versus task data. The simulation results in Figure 1 -3 suggest that both types of data are instrumental to improved task performance: This finding is universal as we observe similar behaviors across tasks and across different languages. While WE data is important, considerably larger gains are achieved by collecting more task data: e.g., see the large gains in FGET when training on 200 versus 2K entity mentions. In summary, both types of data scarcity decrease performance, but the impact of scarce task data seems more pronounced. Collecting more WE data when dealing with scarce task data leads to larger gains in the FGET task compared to MTAG or NER.
While subword models are generally better than the baselines across different data points, less aggressive segmentation models and token-based models close the gap very quickly when increasing WE data, which is in line with the findings of Zhu et al. (2019) , where morf eventually prevails in this task with abundant WE data. This again verifies the usefulness of subword-level knowledge for low-(WE) data regimes. Similar trends emerge in terms of task data, but the advantage of subword models seems more salient with more task data. The underlying task architectures start making use of subword features more effectively: this shows that subword-level knowledge is particularly useful for the three chosen morphological tasks.
Performance of BERT. An interesting analysis regarding the (relative) performance of pretrained multilingual BERT model emerges from Figures 1-3 . Fine-tuned BERT displays much stronger performance in low-resources settings for the MTAG and NER tasks than for the FGET task (e.g., compare the sub-figures in the first columns of the corresponding figures). The explanation of MTAG and NER performance is intuitive. A pretrained BERT model encodes a massive amount of background knowledge available during its (multilingual) pretraining. However, as we supplement other subword-informed representation learning methods with more data for training the embeddings, the gap gets smaller until it almost completely vanishes: other methods now also get to see some of the distributional information which BERT already consumed in its pretraining.
BERT performance on FGET versus MTAG and NER concerns the very nature of the tasks at hand. The input data for FGET consist mostly of 2-4 word tokens (i.e., entity mentions), while MTAG and NER operate on full sentences as input. Since BERT has been pretrained on sentences, this setting is a natural fit and makes fine-tuning to these tasks easier: BERT already provides a sort of "contextual subword composition function". This stands in contrast with the other subword-informed approaches.
There, we might have good non-contextual subword embeddings and a pretrained "non-contextual" composition function, but we have to learn how to effectively leverage the context for the task at hand (i.e., by running an LSTM over the subwordinformed token representations) from scratch. 5
Truly Low-Resource Languages. The results on the 12 test languages in Table 3 -4 suggest that subword-informed models are better than the baselines in most cases: this validates the initial findings from the simulation experiments. That is, leveraging subword information is important for WE induction as well as for task-specific training. The gains with subword methods become larger for languages with fewer WE data (e.g., ZU, BM, GOT); this is again consistent with the previously reported simulation experiments.
Tasks, Language Types, Subword Configurations. The results further suggest that the optimal configuration indeed varies across different tasks and language types, and therefore it is required to carefully tune the configuration to reach improved performance. For instance, as agglutinative languages have different granularities of morphological complexity, it is not even possible to isolate a single optimal segmentation method within this language type. Overall, the segmentation based charn followed by BPE emerge as most robust choices across all languages and tasks. However, charn has the largest number of parameters and is slower to train compared to other segmentations, and in case of BPE its number of merge operations must be tuned to yield competitive scores. While we do not see extremely clear patterns from the results in relation to particular language types, the scores suggest that for agglutinative and fusional languages a hybrid segmentation such as charn or a moderate one (bpe1e4, bpe1e5) is a good choice. For introflexive and isolating languages, more aggressive segmentations seem to be also competitive in FGET and MTAG, while bpe1e4 being very effective for ZH, and charn (again) and bpe1e5 seems to be preferred in NER. Apart from segmentation methods, we also analyzed the effect of word token embeddings (w+) and position embeddings (p+) in the subwordinformed learning framework (Zhu et al., 2019) (see before Table 2 in §2), shown in Figure 4 . NER can clearly benefit from both w+ and p+ and w+ is also useful for MTAG. However, for other tasks, the fluctuations between configurations are minimal once the segmentation has been fixed, which suggests that the most critical component is indeed the chosen segmentation method: this is why we have mostly focused on the analyses of the segmentation method and its impact on task performance in this work. Regarding the composition functions, as demonstrated in Zhu et al. (2019) , more complex composition functions do not necessarily yield superior results in a range of downstream tasks. We therefore leave the exploration of more sophisticated composition functions for future work.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an empirical study focused on the importance of subword-informed word repre- Figure 4 : Comparisons of configurations with and without word token (w-, w+) and the position embedding (p-, p+). The results are obtained by collecting all data points in the data scarcity simulation for four high resource languages and the other 12 languages with both full WE data and task data. sentation architectures for truly low-resource languages. Our experiments on three diverse morphological tasks with 16 typologically diverse languages of varying degrees of data scarcity have validated that subword-level knowledge is indeed crucial for improved task performance in such lowdata setups. The large amount of results reported in this work has enabled comparisons of different subword-informed methods in relation to multiple aspects such as the degree of data scarcity (both in terms of embedding training data and task-specific annotated data), the task at hand, the actual language, as well as the methods' internal design (e.g. the choice of the segmentation method). Our results have demonstrated that all these aspects must be considered in order to identify an optimal subword-informed representation architecture for a particular use case, that is, for a particular language (type), task, and data availability. However, similar paterns emerge: e.g., resorting to a segmentation method based on character n-grams seems most robust across the three tasks and across languages, although there are clear outliers. In future work, we will extend our focus to other target languages, including the ones with very limited (Adams et al., 2017) or non-existent digital footprint.
